ATLAS X2X

OWN YOUR IOT PLATFORM

Development of individual and quickly available IoT solutions
ATLAS x2x is the fastest available, license-free IoT platform for tailor-made solutions within various industries.

Increase your competitive position through quick
implementation and availability
Currently, IoT platforms are either subjected to significant inhouse development costs or cost-intensive license models. However, the versatile, expandable and flexible IoT platform, ATLAS
x2x, is a one-time purchase without any further dependencies
on the provider. Most of the existing IoT platforms on the market
are oversized for SMEs. It is here ATLAS x2x illustrates its versatile nature as you are able to determine the scope of the services
and functionalities of your own IoT platform, tailored especially
to your requirements. In order to carry this out successfully, we
will support you each step of the way.
Atlas x2x IoT-Platform

IoT Platform ATLAS x2x
The independent platform from Atlastech will form the foundati-

Software Factory digital solution

on of your digital transformation. What is special about ATLAS

As a software manufacturer with 25+ years of experience, we are

x2x is that it does not rely on long-term ties to the platform pro-

able to successfully implement SaaS solutions on the ATLAS x2x

vider through complicated license models; it allows you to beco-

platform according to your use cases and requirements. After

me a platform owner from the purchase. Take advantage of the

doing so however, you will be independent of the service provi-

following platform benefits:

der as we hand over the solution (including the source code).

 Full property rights & own IP

You become the sole owner after the purchase. We will be avai-

 Immediately usable

lable as an „extended workbench“ for the operation and main-

 Significantly shortened development times

tenance of your digital solution. Software Factory -offers the fol-

 Tailored to your requirements

lowing options:

 Complete independence
 From on premise to multi-cloud

 Setup of the ATLAS x2x platform in the cloud or onsite

 Ready-to-use toolbox

 Implementation of customer-specific uses cases as SaaS

 Unlimited adaptations / extensions

 Maintenance and further development
 Operation and maintenance of the ATLAS x2x platform in the

TCO (total cost of ownership) in your own sphere of influence

ATLAS x2x also allows you to become a platform provider. As a

cloud and on premise
 Technology and operation training

result, you have the possibility to offer your IoT solutions as a subscripton, which can be done on premise or in the cloud.

 Fast implementation as a result of the standardized product
 Complete autonomy from the provider
 Expansion of the business model through a subscription offer for your clients
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